International students

The number of international students at colleges and universities in the United States increased by six percent to a record high of 764,495 in the 2011–12 academic year. U.S. students studying abroad increased by one percent. There are 31 percent more international students studying at U.S. colleges and universities than there were a decade ago. China, India, and South Korea are the top three places of origin. This year, international exchanges in all 50 states contributed $22.7 billion to the U.S. economy.


Doctoral degrees

A total of 163,765 doctoral degrees were conferred by degree-granting institutions in 2010–11, the latest date for which comprehensive data are available. There has been a steady increase in the number since the 1970–71 academic year in which 64,998 doctoral degrees were conferred. Health professions and related programs represented the largest number in 2010–11. Legal professions and studies represented the largest number in 1970–71. English language and literature showed the sharpest decline, from 1,554 to 1,344.


North American print holdings

Of the 128.1 million distinct print book publications represented in WorldCat, 45.7 million are held by at least one institution located in either the United States or Canada. WorldCat contains more than 258 million records.


E-book vs. print

“In the past year, the number of those who read e-books increased from 16 percent of all Americans ages 16 and older to 23 percent. At the same time, the number of those who read printed books in the previous 12 months fell from 72 percent of the population ages 16 and older to 67 percent. Overall, the number of book readers in late 2012 was 75 percent of the population ages 16 and older, a small and statistically insignificant decline from 78 percent in late 2011.”


Tweets at Library of Congress

The Library of Congress (LOC) has acquired the public tweets from Twitter’s archive. As of January 2013, LOC has an archive of approximately 170 billion tweets. The size of the files, including metadata, is 133.2 terabytes for two compressed copies. LOC could make available any portion of the collection six months after it was originally posted on Twitter to “bona fide” researchers.
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